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T1V Recognized as a Best Place To Work
For the third consecutive year, T1V has been named one of Charlotte’s Best Places To Work by
the Charlotte Business Journal.
T1V is proud to announce the company has been named to the 2021 Best Places To Work list by the
Charlotte Business Journal. This is the third year in a row that T1V has claimed a spot on the coveted
list.
The annual awards program run by CBJ ranks companies depending on their employee scores through
surveys conducted by Quantum Workplace and recognizes employers in several different sized
categories. Organizations are chosen due to their policies and practices in the workplace, and are
earmarked as some of the best in the Charlotte metro area.
At T1V, hybrid work is celebrated - so whether you are working from home or in the office, you have the
same access and opportunity to collaborate alongside your colleagues.
T1V CEO Mike Feldman states, “our mission at T1V is to empower teams to collaborate anytime,
anywhere.” He continues, “we live and breathe our mission through our employees - they should feel as
capable working from home as they do working in the office.”
T1V has been deliberate in investing in its physical working environment: every room in the T1V HQ
supports hybrid interactions, so everyone can operate on an equal playing ground. This tech-forward work
culture also means that employees can have flexible schedules. Parents can tend to their kids’ school
schedules and sick days. Or employees can put their health first and work from home as needed, in a
way that makes them comfortable but also supports their productivity.
T1V has also found ways to bring the company together despite the varying constraints of Covid-19. Each
quarter, CEO Mike Feldman hosts a T1V Town Hall to share sales, operational, and product updates
with the entire company. The T1V team has also dedicated time to keeping team culture alive with events
like the Hybrid Olympics, a series of games and trivia to celebrate the Olympics Games Opening
Ceremony. Or its Mother’s Day Canvas, where employees were invited to share pictures / notes about
the moms in their lives to a ThinkHub virtual Canvas as a shared digital art piece.
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In addition to an impressive health benefits program, T1V offers flexible schedules, paid
maternity/paternity leave, 401k matching, and unlimited PTO.
About T1V
T1V is a visual collaboration company specializing in hybrid collaboration software for enterprise and
education markets. The company’s collaboration platform includes ThinkHub® collaboration for global
teams, T1V Hub™ wireless screen sharing, and the T1V app - all working cohesively to bring teams
together for seamless, intuitive working sessions.
T1V’s suite of collaboration software transforms the way people meet - making meetings a place where
teams can collaborate anytime, from anywhere.
T1V ThinkHub Education™ technology is designed to support active learning across a variety of teaching
and learning styles, from traditional lecture to team-based teaching and learning. The solution also
connects satellite classrooms, campuses, and remote participants to improve access for students and
teachers.
T1V Story™ enables brands to visually tell their story in an engaging, interactive format. Story couples the
visual power of mixed media with the brand’s unique look and feel to create a totally branded,
one-of-a-kind experience.
All T1V solutions are Built for BYOD™ (bring your own device) to support the many devices, programs,
and platforms of today’s hybrid meeting and learning environments. T1V is a leading innovator in
large-scale, interactive software technology, with seven issued patents in collaboration and active learning
software.
To learn more, visit t1v.com.
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